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Wildlife  Rehabilitation  Organizations  Come  Together for Week of CE 
(Anaheim, CA)— Since 1982 the National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association (NWRA) has 
been dedicated to improving and promoting the profession of wildlife rehabilitation and its 
contributions to preserving natural ecosystems. The International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council 
(IWRC) established its Basic Wildlife Rehabilitation class in 1984 to bring science-based 
education to rehabilitators worldwide. For many years both organizations have worked to 
disseminate knowledge, improve standards of care, and promote the conservation of wildlife. 
Now for the first time, we are coming together to provide a full week of continuing education for 
our members. 
 
We are excited to announce that IWRC will be holding its Basic Wildlife Rehabilitation course 
at the upcoming NWRA Symposium in 2018. This two day course has been taught around the 
globe to wildlife rehabilitators, veterinarians, and biologists. The course registration includes a 
half-day lab as well as a copy of the new book, Wildlife Rehabilitation: A Comprehensive 
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Approach! This course will be taught by former NWRA Board member and long time IWRC 
instructor Renee Schott, DVM, CWR. Come early for the IWRC Basic Course, February 26 and 
27, then spend the rest of the week learning and networking at the NWRA Symposium! NWRA 
members receive the IWRC member rate for the Basic Course and IWRC members receive a 20 
percent discount on the full week NWRA Symposium registration providing they book before 
February 16, 2018. For more symposium information, follow this link NWRA Symposium 2018. 
Registration for the IWRC Basic Class opens in November. 
 
 

-###- 
The NWRA was born in 1982 at the first National Wildlife Rehabilitators Association 
Symposium in Naperville, Illinois. The rich diversity of expertise and interest represented at the 
symposium provided a firm foundation for a national organization designed to meet the needs of 
wildlife rehabilitators. As the mission statement says , NWRA is “dedicated to improving and 
promoting the profession of wildlife rehabilitation and its contributions to preserving natural 
ecosystems.” 
 
Incorporated in 1975, the IWRC is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization that protects wildlife and              
habitat through training and resources on wildlife rehabilitation. The organization’s mission           
statement is “providing science-based education and resources on wildlife rehabilitation to           
promote wildlife conservation and welfare worldwide.” Wildlife rehabilitation is the act of            
providing temporary care for injured, sick, or orphaned wildlife with the goal of releasing them               
back into the wild. By providing unique insights into issues affecting wildlife populations,            
species, and habitats wildlife rehabilitation contributes to wildlife conservation and protection           
worldwide. 
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